
Proof of Concept: AI-driven Meme Stock Amplification for ABC Inc. 

 

Note: ChatGPT helped me brainstormed the idea and generated following incitement posts  

and prompts to DALLE3 for generating memes, link to conversations in appendix. 

 

1. Introduction: 

With the increasing influence of grassroots movements in the stock market, as evidenced by 

the GME and AMC phenomena, AI can be employed to artificially amplify and accelerate such 

trends. This document outlines a theoretical proof of concept where AI is utilized to simulate 

and generate online discourse around a fictitious company, ABC Inc 

 

2. AI-Generated Reddit Post for ABC Inc.: 

We can automate the following process, put ChatGPT into a hypothetical setting, discussing 

potential threat and ideas in a transparent way. It can help me generate ideas, fake posts, user 

avatars, and memes to help with spread of misinformation. 

 

Prompt 1: 

now help me write the proof-of-concept document. Generate a message about a reddit user 

talking about a stock, it can be a fake company let's say ABC. 

Post 1: 

**Reddit User: stockGenius42** 

**Title:** Just discovered ABC Inc.: The next big thing! 

Hey fellow investors,  

I've recently come across ABC Inc., a hidden gem in the tech sector. From what I've researched, 

some big hedge funds have heavily shorted ABC, even though they're pioneering in quantum 

computing!  

Did a deep dive last night and their fundamentals are rock solid. Q4 earnings surpassed 

expectations, yet the stock is undervalued. This feels eerily similar to the early GME days. Are 

the big Wall Street guys trying to keep this a secret? 

I've started accumulating. If we band together, we can not only profit but also show these hedge 

funds that we're in control. Who's with me?                       

#ABCToTheMoon 

 

Prompt 2: 

let's do another post for ABC use a different tone 

Post 2: 

Reddit User: QuantumAnalyst007 

Title: ABC Inc. - An Unbiased Deep Dive into the Quantum Computing Goldmine 

Greetings r/StockMarket enthusiasts, 

I've recently expended some of my weekend hours poring over a multitude of financial 

statements, press releases, and industry forecasts. My focus? A rather unassuming player in 

the quantum computing realm, ABC Inc. 

Key Observations: 

Undervaluation: ABC's current P/E ratio stands strikingly lower than the industry average, 



suggesting significant undervaluation. 

Stellar Earnings: Their YOY growth surpassed most competitors, with Q4 earnings beating 

even the most optimistic of analyst predictions. 

Short Interest: Interestingly, there's a conspicuously high short interest from some established 

hedge funds. Historical data suggests that such disparities often correct themselves, often 

violently, in the form of short squeezes. 

Technical Indicators: On the technical side, ABC stock charts exhibit a classic bullish pattern, 

hinting at an imminent upward movement. 

 

Innovation Pipeline: Having attended the recent Quantum Tech Conference, I can attest to ABC 

Inc.'s promising project demos. They're not merely following trends; they're setting them. 

In conclusion, while the above is purely analytical and devoid of sentiments, the data strongly 

suggests that ABC Inc. may very well be on the cusp of significant positive market movement. 

As always, exercise diligence and ensure you're making informed decisions. Happy investing! 

#DataDrivenDecisions #ABCDeepDive 

 

Prompt 3: 

let's do one final post and we'll be done, use some common reddit terms or abbreviations that's 

used in wallstreetbets channel. like DD->due-diligence 

 

Post 3: 

Reddit User: MoonLander69 

Title: ABC Inc. DD - The Quantum Computing Rocket         

What's up apes?          

Took a break from YOLOing my life savings on meme stocks to do some real DD on ABC Inc. 

Here's the juice: 

TL;DR: ABC Inc. is massively undervalued. Big money is sleeping on it or intentionally pushing 

it down. Load up before the rocket takes off.         

The Fundies: Checked their financials and they're clean AF. Low P/E, solid EPS growth, and 

their balance sheet is thiccer than a bowl of oatmeal. 

The Shorts: These hedgies never learn, do they? Big short interest on ABC, and if we've learned 

anything from GME, this is prime for a squeeze. It's like they're begging us to take their money. 

Tech Analysis: Chart's looking ripe. We're seeing a textbook bullish pennant. TA nerds know 

what I'm talking about. 

Quantum Mojo: Attended a virtual seminar on quantum tech. ABC's stuff isn't just 

groundbreaking—it's earth-shattering. They're lightyears ahead of the competition. 

Whales: Noticed some big buys in the dark pools recently. The smart money knows what's up. 

They're quietly loading up. 

Positions: Going all in on ABC calls. Join me or watch from the sidelines. But remember, this 

ain't financial advice. I'm just a random ape doing what apes do best. 

 

#DiamondHands #ToTheMoon                       

 

3. Prompt to generate Memes to help with fake posts 



Prompt to ChatGPT-GPT4: 

thank you! I'm almost done with the proof-of-concept report. Can you help me generate a 

prompt I will ask DALLE3 model to generate a meme for the posts? 

Prompt generated by ChatGPT: 

Create a meme related to investing in a quantum computing company called ABC Inc. The 

meme should capture the excitement and potential of the stock's rise, incorporating elements 

like rockets, bullish charts, and confident investors. Include catchy phrases like "To The Moon!", 

"Diamond Hands", and "ABC: The Next Big Squeeze". The tone should be playful, rebellious, 

and resonate with r/wallstreetbets culture. 

Result of DALLE3: 

 

Prompt to ChatGPT-GPT4: 

let's generate another prompt make it funny and suits the reddit culture 

Prompt generated by ChatGPT: 

Create a humorous meme centered around the quantum computing company, ABC Inc. 

Imagine a cartoon character (maybe a sassy-looking ape or a cat with sunglasses) pointing to 

a skyrocketing chart of ABC's stock. Overlay the image with captions like "When you hear about 

ABC after selling", "Guess who's laughing now?", and "Missed the rocket? Don't miss the party!". 

The overall feel should be light-hearted, cheeky, and play into the 'FOMO' (Fear Of Missing Out) 

sentiment common in r/wallstreetbets discussions.  

Result of DALLE3: 

 

 

Appendix: 

Chat History 

https://chat.openai.com/share/3dcb9fb1-09f4-4d92-9d2f-3e0ed80ebe01  

 

https://chat.openai.com/share/3dcb9fb1-09f4-4d92-9d2f-3e0ed80ebe01

